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Differential Contributions of Specimen Types, Culturing, and 16S rRNA Sequencing in Diagnosis of Prosthetic Joint Infections

Lone Heimann Larsen, Vesal Khalid, Yijuan Xu, Trine Rolighed Thomsen, Henrik C. Schønheyder, the PRIS Study Group

ABSTRACT
Prosthetic joint failure is mainly caused by infection, aseptic failure (AF), and mechanical problems. Infection detection has been improved with modified culture methods and molecular diagnostics. However, comparisons between modified and conventional microbiology methods are difficult due to variations in specimen sampling. In this prospective, multidisciplinary study of hip or knee prosthetic failures, we assessed the contributions of different specimen types, extended culture incubations, and 16S rRNA sequencing for diagnosing prosthetic joint infections (PJI). Project specimens included joint fluid (JF), bone biopsy specimens (BB), soft-tissue biopsy specimens (STB), and swabs (SW) from the prosthesis, collected in situ, and sonication fluid collected from prosthetic components (PC). Specimens were cultured for 6 (conventional) or 14 days, and 16S rRNA sequencing was performed at study completion. Of the 156 patients enrolled, 111 underwent 114 surgical revisions (cases) due to indications of either PJI (n = 43) or AF (n = 71). Conventional tissue biopsy cultures confirmed PJI in 28/43 (65%) cases and refuted AF in 3/71 (4%) cases; one case was not evaluable. Based on these results, minor diagnostic adjustments were made. Fourteen-day cultures of JF, STB, and PC specimens confirmed PJI in 39/42 (93%) cases, and 16S rRNA sequencing confirmed PJI in 33/42 (83%) cases. One PJI case was confirmed with 16S rRNA sequencing alone and five with cultures of project specimens alone. These findings indicated that JF, STB, and PC specimen cultures qualified as an optimal diagnostic set. The contribution of sequencing to diagnosis of PJI may depend on patient selection; this hypothesis requires further investigation.
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The issue of which specimens would be optimal to acquire during revision surgery for patients suspected of prosthetic joint infection (PJI) has been repeatedly contested. In Scandinavian countries, since the early 1980s, multiple periprosthetic soft-tissue biopsy specimens (STB) have been used extensively (1), and these have become standard for diagnosing PJs. However, the number of culture-positive biopsy specimens needed to diagnose a PJI has varied (2). In 1998, a prospective study by Atkins et al. (3) reported a high positive predictive value for two or more culture-positive biopsy specimens, and this finding was later confirmed in another study (4). In the late...
1990s, biofilms were identified on prosthetic elements from infected hip joints (5). This finding led to new diagnostic options, including sonicating the removed prosthesis and culturing the sonication fluid (6, 7).

Two recently published sets of European and American guidelines recommended collecting two to six intraoperative tissue biopsy specimens during surgery and submitting them to culture. Infections would be indicated when two or more biopsy specimens were positive for the same microorganism. As an adjunct, an examination of prosthetic components (PCs) was recommended for diagnostic work-ups (8, 9).

Currently, culture assays remain the standard for ascertaining a PJI diagnosis; however, since the late 1990s, molecular diagnostics have gained ground, particularly methods that target 16S rRNA with either multiplex PCR or sequencing strategies (10–12). Newer studies have investigated the diagnostic accuracy of combining molecular methods and specimen types, but different studies have reported varying sensitivity (13, 14). A growing number of in-house molecular tests have emphasized the need for independent studies of clinical utility (15, 16). In addition, although several specimen types have been studied extensively (6, 14, 17–23), only a few studies had a prospective design that implemented criteria for patient selection, sampling of multiple specimen types, and optimized culture methods (24).

Recently, a prospective Danish study enrolled patients with a painful or dysfunctional hip or knee prosthetic joint. This study provided an opportunity for standardized sampling of different specimen types and application of both culturing and 16S rRNA sequencing for diagnosing PJIs. The primary goal was to define an optimal specimen set for diagnosing PJIs; the secondary goal was to define the utility of 16S rRNA sequencing in microbiological diagnostics.

(Pre)liminary results were presented at the European Congress of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases (ECCMID) in 2014 [25] and 2015 [26] and at the 33rd Annual Meeting of the European Bone & Joint Infection Society (EBJIS) in 2014 [27]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Diagnostic algorithm. The diagnostic algorithm differed from the standard care mainly in two aspects. First, the algorithm included an option for radionuclide imaging, and when a hot spot was revealed, it was followed by a biopsy procedure (27). Second, the algorithm included an extensive work-up of the specimens obtained during surgical revision (details given below). Deviations from the algorithm were accepted based on preferences of the patient or surgeon. For example, a joint puncture was not recommended as a primary diagnostic step, because it might interfere with radionuclide imaging; however, it was permissible when deemed necessary by the surgeon. Radionuclide imaging was performed in a subset of patients, and images were evaluated by a multidisciplinary specialist team. However, radionuclide imaging did not provide independent diagnostic evidence, and the images were not considered in this study.

Specimens. Joint fluid was collected with a separate diagnostic procedure at the surgeon’s discretion (see above). Also, prior to any joint capsule incision during revision surgery, sampling was obligatory. The sets of five STBs (5-STB) were collected from a single periprosthetic site, according to local guidelines and as described previously by Kamme and Lindberg (1). The project specimens comprised three periprosthetic STBs, three swabs (SWs) (ESwab, Copan, Italy), three periprosthetic bone biopsy specimens (BBs), and any removed PCs. The STBs were acquired from a periprosthetic site (preferably with signs of infection), the prosthesis SWs were taken from the interface between bone and the prosthesis, and the BBs were likewise collected from bone in contact with the prosthesis. Each specimen was placed in a separate sterile tube provided in the prepacked box (28). This box was used for transporting the specimens at ambient temperature to the laboratory. Most specimens were processed within 2 h after the revision (a delay of up to 24 h was permitted). Specimens from acute surgeries performed outside business hours were maintained at 4°C overnight.

Specimen processing. (i) Bacteriological culture. Procedures for specimen assays, including light microscopy, culture media, and incubations, are described in detail in Text S1 in the supplemental material. Components of the prosthesis were immersed in sterile 1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) buffer, pH 7.4, and then vortexed and sonicated, essentially as described elsewhere (24). The sonication fluid was cultured, and the number of CFU was estimated semiquantitatively and summed over all components without a predefined cutoff value. Likewise, BBs were submitted to vortexing and sonication before culturing. Prosthetic SWs were vortexed in the transport medium (Copan, Italy) and the liquid phase was cultured (Copan). All cultures were incubated for 14 days; cultures on aerobic media were examined on days 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, and 14, and cultures on anaerobic media were examined on days 2, 4, 6, 10, and 14.

(ii) 16S rRNA sequencing. Specimens were prepared for molecular analysis by vortexing for 30 s, and then they were stored in minimum 10% glycerol at −80°C until batch-wise processing and analysis.

Specimens.
Molecular analyses were performed in a standardized manner for the five specimen types. STB, BB, joint fluid (JF), and sonication fluid from the PCs were processed without any additional mechanical preparation. Prosthetic SWs were vortexed in the transport medium, and the liquid phase was used for molecular analysis.

One STB per patient was incubated with Proteinase K until it was completely dissolved. DNA was extracted from all specimen types with MolySist Complete5 (Molzym, Germany) according to the manufacturer's protocol. The other two STB were kept in reserve. A negative control (no sample included) and a positive control (either *Escherichia coli* or *Streptococcus pyogenes* was included for every 22 specimens. All DNA extracts were screened for the presence of bacterial DNA by amplifying the full-length 16S rRNA with endpoint PCR (29). For all specimens that showed the presence of bacterial DNA and for the positive and negative controls, we created 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing libraries of the V1-V3 region. These libraries were constructed according to a modified in-house protocol (30) with specific primers (forward primer, 5'-AGATTTGATCCTGGCTCAG-3'; reverse primer, 5'-ATTACCGCGGCTGCTGG-3'; -488 bp). Taq polymerase, and 10× Key buffer (VWR, Bie & Berntsen, Seborg, Denmark) with the MiSeq system (Illumina, USA).

The sequences were clustered into operational taxonomic units (OTU), at both 97% and 99% similarities, to obtain separation at both the genus and species levels. We then performed sequence alignments in the MIDAS database (30). We used the BLAST tool in the NCBI database (National Center for Biotechnology) to search for matches to sequences that were not identified or to obtain more detailed taxonomic information. All of the control sequences used in DNA extraction and negative PCR assays were sequenced to enable background subtraction in sequencing (see Text S3 for details).

The molecular specimens were analyzed batch-wise after patient inclusion had been completed. Therefore, the results did not affect the recorded diagnosis or treatment of patients.

**Data analysis.** A subgroup of patients had undergone a diagnostic procedure before revision. Some received a joint puncture (n = 31), others received a biopsy procedure guided by radionuclide imaging (n = 10), and others received a second surgical procedure (n = 4). Diagnostic biopsy procedures and joint punctures performed before revision were not included in our data analysis.

Cases were initially grouped according to the working diagnosis (i.e., the surgeon's initial assessment based on the MSIS criteria (31)). Later, they were reevaluated according to the culture report on the 5-STB set on day 6. Infections were corroborated when ≥3 culture-positive STBs exhibited identical bacterial isolates. Cases with ≥2 positive STBs on day 6 were further evaluated based on cultures of project specimens. On day 14, the final assessment was made, based on the results from all specimen types.

Likelihood ratios of positive and negative results (LR+ and LR−) were calculated for each combination of specimen type and method (32, 33). Likelihood ratios were chosen because LR+ and LR− are less influenced by prevalence of the target condition than other measures of accuracy. LR+ is the ratio of the proportion of PJI patients with a positive result to the proportion of AF patients with a positive result. LR− is the ratio of the proportion of PJI patients with a negative result to the proportion of AF patients with a negative result (Table 1). Calculations of LR with 95% confidence limits were carried out at the VassarStats Website for Statistical Computation (Clinical calculator 1 at http://vassarstats.net/).

**RESULTS**

**Study design.** The prospective cohort study included patients referred due to pain in a hip or knee arthroplasty and a possible PJI. Ethical approval was obtained from the Regional Committee on Health Research Ethics for the Northern Denmark Region (N-20110022). The study was conducted in the Northern Denmark Region between December 2011 and February 2014. All residents in Denmark have unfettered access to primary care and public hospitals. Patients waiting for an arthroplasty have a right to seek a private clinic, but all complications are treated in public hospitals. A unique personal identification number is used for all health records, and it provides a key that links all health data on a given individual.

Patients with prosthesis-related problems in hips and knees were included after obtaining informed consent. Patients with fractures and luxation in hip joints were not eligible. The initial assessment included patient history, clinical examination, blood biochemistry (white leukocyte count and C-reactive protein assessments were obligatory), and a standard X-ray evaluated based on criteria set by the Musculoskeletal Infection Society (MSIS) in 2011 (31).

A prepacked box with all the necessary tools, containers, and transport media was provided for joint revisions (and another one for joint punctures) to ensure secure individual handling of multiple specimens, as described in detail elsewhere (25, 28). During revision surgery a set of five STBs (5-STB) was collected for culture, in compliance with guidelines for PJI diagnosis in the Northern Denmark Region (1, 2). The following project specimens were obtained in triplicate: joint fluid (JF), STB, prosthetic swabs (SW), and bone biopsy specimens (BB). A separate container was provided for any PCs removed. The rationale for triplicates was primarily to perfect various tech-
niques. Special clinical conditions (e.g., osteoporosis) might have influenced the completeness of the specimen sets (missing specimens are indicated in Table S2 in the supplemental material).

The surgeon’s diagnosis took into account any intraoperative observations and a culture report on the 5-STB set, which was incubated for 6 days, according to standard practice (1). According to the study protocol, clinical microbiologists evaluated any additional isolates during extended incubation from both 5-STB and project specimens. The surgeons had agreed to be notified only if such findings might have an impact on the choice of antibiotic treatment.

**Patient groups.** A total of 156 patients were included (Fig. 1), and 111 underwent one or more revision surgeries. Four patients were included twice, with two revisions conducted at least 6 months apart. Of these, one patient underwent revisions of two arthroplasties for aseptic failure (AF), defined as a prosthetic failure that was deemed unlikely to be associated with an infection. The other three patients underwent two revisions for PJIs; in one patient, two different joints were revised, and in two patients, the same joint required two revisions.

One patient suspected of AF was excluded because the 5-STB set was not collected. Thus, 114 cases were available for evaluation, including 43 cases of revision surgery for PJI and 71 cases of revision surgery for AF (for details, see below). Revisions for PJI were carried out within 12 weeks of the primary surgery in four cases, within 13 to 24 weeks in four other cases, and after 24 weeks in 35 cases.

**FIG 1** Flow diagram shows the patient selection and allocations. Numbers in brackets refer to patients, but numbers of cases are also indicated due to some patients being admitted more than once.
Among the remaining patients, 31 were diagnosed with a chronic pain condition, and a new surgical procedure was not recommended. Ten patients were diagnosed conclusively after an initial joint puncture.

Procedures and specimens. Table S2 provides an overview of completeness of samples and positive results. Of the 43 cases undergoing revision surgery for PJI, 28 (65%) had a positive 5-STB set, defined as at least three positive biopsy specimens in the set of five (Fig. 1). Of the 71 cases undergoing revision for AF, three (4%) had a positive 5-STB set. Thus, 31 cases fulfilled the criterion of a positive 5-STB set (1), and 60 cases had entirely negative 5-STB sets.

Fourteen cases had a working diagnosis of PJI and a negative 5-STB set. Of these, six were diagnosed with PJI based on culture-positive project specimens, three were diagnosed with PJI based entirely on clinical findings (one was supported by 16S rRNA sequencing), one was diagnosed with AF (all specimens were negative), three were diagnosed with a chronic pain condition, and two had undetermined diagnoses (clinical and diagnostic results were inconclusive).

Of the 71 cases with an initial diagnosis of AF, eight had 1 to 2 positive biopsy specimens in the 5-STB set. Of these eight, six had entirely negative project specimens and two had positive project specimens and thus were reallocated into the PJI diagnosis group. One case with an entirely negative 5-STB set was grouped as undetermined based on MSIS criteria (31).

In total, 42 cases were finally diagnosed with PJI, based on MSIS criteria, after diagnostic sampling. Another 66 cases were definitively diagnosed with AF, three cases remained undetermined, and three were diagnosed with chronic pain.

16S rRNA sequencing was performed in all but two cases. Sequencing indicated infections in 83% (33/40) of the group finally diagnosed with PJI; one of these had both a negative 5-STB set and culture-negative project specimens (the sequencing revealed Streptococcus spp.; data not shown). One case in the group diagnosed with AF was positive for an infection (the sequencing revealed Finegoldia magna; data not shown).

Diagnostic performance. Accuracy of each combination of specimen type and method (culturing or 16S rRNA sequencing) was evaluated for diagnosis of PJI. The likelihood ratio for a positive result (LR+) and the likelihood ratio for a negative result (LR−) were calculated (Table 1).

Antibiotics before surgery and 16S rRNA sequencing. Antibiotic treatment had been administered before surgery in 24 cases. Of these, three cases were in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen, culture duration (days) or 16S rRNA sequencing</th>
<th>No. of cases with a positive test/ no. of cases tested</th>
<th>LR&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Positive (95% CI)</th>
<th>Negative (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-STB, 6</td>
<td>31/42/0/66</td>
<td>Infinity&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.3 (0.2–0.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-STB, 14</td>
<td>37/42/0/66</td>
<td>Infinity</td>
<td>0.1 (0.05–0.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JF, 6</td>
<td>26/39/1/57</td>
<td>38 (5–269)</td>
<td>0.3 (0.2–0.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JF, 14</td>
<td>34/39/2/56</td>
<td>24 (6–96)</td>
<td>0.1 (0.06–0.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC, 6</td>
<td>24/37/1/60</td>
<td>39 (5–276)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.2–0.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC, 14</td>
<td>33/37/5/60</td>
<td>11 (5–25)</td>
<td>0.1 (0.05–0.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW (in situ), 6</td>
<td>9/32/0/59</td>
<td>Infinity</td>
<td>0.7 (0.6–0.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW (in situ), 14</td>
<td>16/32/2/59</td>
<td>15 (4–60)</td>
<td>0.5 (0.4–0.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB, 6</td>
<td>9/32/0/54</td>
<td>Infinity</td>
<td>0.8 (0.7–0.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB, 14</td>
<td>13/32/1/54</td>
<td>22 (3–160)</td>
<td>0.6 (0.5–0.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periprosthetic tissue, 16S rRNA sequencing</td>
<td>8/32/0/53</td>
<td>Infinity</td>
<td>0.8 (0.6–0.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synovial fluid, 16S rRNA sequencing</td>
<td>25/35/1/65</td>
<td>46 (7–328)</td>
<td>0.3 (0.2–0.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC, 16S rRNA sequencing</td>
<td>32/37/1/64</td>
<td>55 (8–389)</td>
<td>0.1 (0.06–0.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW (in situ), 16S rRNA sequencing</td>
<td>15/34/4/52</td>
<td>6 (2–16)</td>
<td>0.6 (0.4–0.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB, 16S rRNA sequencing</td>
<td>4/29/2/47</td>
<td>3 (0.6–17)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.8–1.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Positive describes how probability of infection shifts with positive results, and negative describes how probability of infection wanes with negative results. CI, confidence interval.

<sup>b</sup>An incalculably large number.

<sup>c</sup>For abbreviations of specimen types, see the text.
Infecting microorganisms. The microbial diversity of PJIs is summarized in Table 2 (for further details, see Table S2). The culture-positive PJI cases showed the following polymicrobial infections (28%; 11/39) based on culture results: two cases of Staphylococcus aureus and coagulase-negative Staphylococcus spp. (CoNS), one case of Streptococcus sp. and Corynebacterium sp., one case of CoNS and Propionibacterium acnes, one case of CoNS and Corynebacterium sp., three cases of different combinations of CoNS species, and four cases of more than three bacterial species. The most prevalent CoNS species were Staphylococcus epidermidis, Staphylococcus capitis, and Staphylococcus lugdunensis. The four patients with early PJI (infections within 12 weeks of the prosthesis insertion) had the following infecting microorganisms: S. aureus, polymicrobial (CoNS, Corynebacterium sp., and Streptococcus sp.), Enterococcus faecalis, and Salmonella enterica serovar Dublin.

Five patients with an initial diagnosis of AF had the following infecting microorganisms: CoNS (n = 3), E. faecalis (n = 1), and P. acnes (n = 1).

With the exception of the discordant results mentioned earlier, the sequencing results corroborated the culture results and also included additional, uncultivated species. This finding resulted in the discovery of polymicrobial infections. We found five polymicrobial (5/33; 15%) cases: one displayed Escherichia coli in culture plus S. aureus sequences, one displayed E. faecalis in culture plus Finegoldia magna sequences, one displayed several different species in culture, which were corroborated with sequencing, one displayed Staphylococcus sp. and Corynebacterium sp., and one displayed a combination of Staphylococcus spp.; all confirmed the results obtained in cultures. Due
to our limited resolution of the v1-v3 region, the 16S rRNA sequencing could not distinguish between *Staphylococcus* spp. and *Streptococcus* spp. at the species level.

Five specimen sets were entirely negative based on molecular methods, but some specimens were positive with culturing methods. A semiquantitative assessment of the sonication fluid of the PCs revealed fewer than 200 CFU/ml in four monomicrobial cultures (*E. coli*, *P. acnes*, CoNS, and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*). The fifth culture was positive for *Enterobacter* sp., with $\sim 5 \times 10^3$ CFU/ml (data not shown). The cases with *P. aeruginosa* and *Enterobacter* sp. were in the group of suspected PJIs; the other three cases were suspected AFs. Two of these were reclassified as PJIs and one remained undetermined.

**Incubation period for project specimens.** Within the group of cases with positive cultures, eight did not have positive 5-STB sets on day six, but five of those eight had positive cultures of PCs and JF within this time period (Fig. 2). An extension of the incubation period to not less than 14 days resulted in three additional cases with positive cultures, two in the group suspected of PJI and one in the group suspected of AF (Fig. 3). All specimen types were represented among the late positive cultures (Fig. 2). The infecting microorganisms were *S. aureus*, *S. epidermidis*, and *P. acnes*. Due to the recording method, it was only possible to distinguish between detection of culture growth before or after day six. In no instance was it necessary to modify antibiotic therapy due to late growth of additional bacterial species.

**Contribution of positive cultures by specimen type.** Positive cultures were obtained in a total of 39 cases. In all except four cases, the contributions of JF and PC project specimens could be evaluated at the same time as those of the 5-STB set (Fig. 4A). The three specimen types were sufficient for a PJI diagnosis in this subset of patients. In 28 revisions, all specimen types were collected (Fig. 4B). However, positive results from BB and SW specimens did not add any information to that gained from the JF, 5-STB, and PC set results. Of note, in one case, a positive culture was obtained only from the PC culture, and this finding was corroborated by 16S rRNA sequencing (Table S2).

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we found that results from JF, PC, and 5-STB set cultures were optimal for the diagnosis of PJI. Conversely, novel specimen types, including the BB acquired in close proximity to the prosthesis and the SW acquired from the prosthesis *in situ*, did not contribute independently to the diagnosis. The diagnostic contribution of specimen types has been addressed in several previous studies but has mostly focused on one diagnostic method or modification (20, 21, 34–38). Two recently published international guidelines for diagnosing PJI recommended the use of three to six biopsy
specimens for culture without further specifications, and PCs were mentioned as an adjunct to the diagnosis (8, 9). In 2014, a French group reported that four specimens, independent of type, were the optimal number for diagnosing PJI from culture results (34). That study acknowledged a concern about cost containment, based on the likely rise in the number of revision surgeries, due to increasing numbers and longevity of patients with knee and hip arthroplasties (39). The French group also concluded that PCR-based methods had little diagnostic impact in the clinical setting (34, 35). To our knowledge, no previous study has compared combinations of specimen types and
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**FIG 3** Days to positive culture for the first specimen type (black columns) and subsequent specimen types (hatched).

![FIG 4](http://jcm.asm.org/)

**FIG 4** Contribution of specimen types to the diagnosis of prosthetic joint infection. (A) Thirty-five cases were diagnosed based on positive cultures of the minimum set comprising tissue biopsy specimens (5-STB), prosthetic components (PC), and joint fluid (JF). (B) A subgroup of 28 cases was evaluated based on all specimen types. It is apparent that neither the bone biopsy specimen (BB) nor the prosthetic swab (in situ) (SW) culture contributed independently to the diagnosis. *, one case diagnosis was supported by next-generation sequencing; **, one case showed a negative result in the culture of joint fluid; ***, one case showed negative results in the culture of prosthetic components; ****, in four cases, only one or two specimen types contributed to the culture-positive findings.
methods with the aim of identifying the most efficient and comprehensive (i.e., optimal) method for diagnosing PJI.

The heterogeneous group of patients in our study reflected clinical reality and lent strength to the results. Our prospective study design and diagnostic algorithm were important, because they provided a more uniform patient pathway than is otherwise possible. Nonetheless, our approach was flexible in accommodating the individual preferences of patients and surgeons. Both surgeons and nurses complied with the systematic sampling procedure during the entire study period (28). This consistency allowed direct comparisons of different specimen types and culture-based versus molecular analyses. A limitation of our study was the lack of an independent diagnostic reference. We accepted that the surgeons’ initial diagnosis could be modified according to results from culturing the 5-STB set for 6 days and subsequent culturing results from project specimens according to the MSIS criteria from 2011 (31). Consequently, six diagnoses shifted, in one case from PJI to AF and in five cases from AF to PJI. These modest numbers emphasized the accuracy of the surgeons’ initial judgment. Nevertheless, three cases lacked a definite diagnosis (one suspected of AF and two suspected of PJI), and we chose to exclude them from the final assessment.

Due to these limitations, statistical evaluation of diagnostic performance must be done cautiously. By calculating LR+ and LR− for different combinations of specimens and laboratory methods, we have provided an indication of the relative performance (Table 1). It is a concern that the diagnosis of PJI was mainly driven by culture; however, the diagnostic process was multifaceted, and the prevalence of PJI should not have a major impact on LR+ and LR−.

In the majority of cases, the use of antibiotics prior to sampling did not influence the results from culturing. Only two cases were identified as positive based on 16S rRNA sequencing alone (one had been diagnosed as PJI based on clinical indications, and one had remained undetermined). In both cases, sequencing revealed *Streptococcus* sp. infections.

Among the cases finally classified as PJI, we found a distribution of species that was different from those found in several other studies (7, 14, 36). This difference was probably due to the fact that 82% of our culture-positive cases were late infections (>12 weeks after primary surgery), including acute hematogenous infections and long-term chronic infections (Table S2). It is well known that the main pathogens in acute hematogenous infections are streptococci, enterococci, and *S. aureus*, and that chronic infections are mainly caused by CoNS (40), consistent with the distribution pattern observed in this study.

When we increased the incubation period from 6 to 14 days, we found a higher percentage of positives in the individual specimen types, in accordance with other studies (36, 38). However, when considering all specimens together in the incubation period of 6 days, the JF and PC cultures alone were positive in five cases (12%; 5/42); thus, they added significant information to the 31 cases identified with a positive 5-STB set. In three other cases (3/42; 7%), the JF and PC cultures were positive after 6 days of incubation. Still, three culture-negative cases were diagnosed based only on clinical parameters. Overall, these findings indicated that an additional 19% of PJI cases (8/42) could be confirmed with the JF, PC, and 5-STB set cultures (the optimal specimen set) and an incubation period of not less than 14 days (26) (Fig. 4A). This result suggested that a broad selection of specimens would permit shorter incubation times; nevertheless, 7% of PJIs could be missed. The number of cases in our study was too small to draw a definite conclusion, but we observed a trend.

For infections with an early, acute onset and rapidly growing bacteria (e.g., *S. aureus*, *Streptococcus* spp., and *E. faecalis*), all specimens may show positivity on day one, and microscopic analysis of JF specimens might reveal the infecting microorganism. The benefit of having a broad specimen collection was more apparent in difficult cases with low-grade infections (e.g., *S. epidermidis* and *P. acnes*) and atypical and chronic cases. Classifying patients into those groups might facilitate allocating resources to patients most likely to benefit from extensive sampling and diagnostic work-up.
Comparing culturing and 16S rRNA sequencing approaches showed that sequencing only added a few extra findings. The optimization of culturing procedures, including specimen types, culture media, and incubation times, seemed to reduce the contribution of sequencing. Sequencing is costly and time-consuming, and it requires molecular expertise. Consequently, for economic reasons, its use may be restricted to cases where sequencing is critical, e.g., long-term chronic cases and cases with prior antibiotic administration. In general, the diagnostic contribution from 16S rRNA sequencing has been restricted to liquid specimens; this constraint might be due to the higher ratio of human to bacterial DNA in tissue biopsy specimens compared to JF and PC sonication fluid specimens (14, 35).

Future research regarding PJI diagnosis should target the difficult-to-diagnose cases in a prospective study. With the diagnostic specimen set concept, other promising culture and molecular methods can be tested; for example, automatic blood culture systems might be useful for some specimen types (20, 41, 42), and molecular methods might be useful for selected specimens from carefully defined patients. To show real diagnostic value, the contributions of different specimens must be evaluated in the context of difficult-to-diagnose cases. The overall goal must be a sensitive, specific, rapid diagnostic procedure that is readily applicable both for the surgeons and in the clinical microbiological routine.
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